
MILTOS SAHTOURIS.

 

The poems given here are translations from the collection Μίλτου Σαχτούρη, Ποιήματα (1945 - 1971),
Κέδρος 1977. In the few poems that I translated myself any infellicity or awkwardness of expression
should be attributed foremost to my incompetence, rather than to blemishes in the original. As for the
rest, the expertise of David Connolly and Kimon Friar (whose book Miltos Sahtouris: Selected Poems,
Sachem Press, Old Chatham, New York, 1982 is rather difficult to find today) makes sure the poet's
claustrophobia and fear are depicted in their true colours.

 

THE GARDEN 

It smelled of fever
that was no garden
some strange couples were walking inside
wearing shoes on their hands
their feet were large white and bare
heads like wild epileptic moons
and red roses suddenly
sprouted
for mouths
that were set upon and mauled
by the butterfly-dogs. 

[Translated by David Connolly]

 

THE MIRROR

To Nora Anagnostaki

When my mirror turned
to the sky
there appeared
a moon half devoured
by the flame-red ants
and a head beside it
burning too in the fiery rain
the head shone
gleamed
as the fire took hold and left it charred
and whispered:
The trees burn and are lost like hair
the angel vanishes with wings scorched and
Pain
a dog with broken leg
remains
remains

[Translated by David Connolly]

  



MARIA 

Pensive Maria 
removed her stockings 

From her body came 
voices of others 
of a soldier who spoke like a bird 
of a sick person who'd died of sheep's pains 
and the cries of Maria's baby niece 
that had been born those very days 

Maria wept wept 
now Maria laughed 
she spread her arms at night 
remained with her legs apart 

Then her eyes darkened 
black black blurry they darkened 

The radio played 
Maria wept 
Maria wept 
the radio played 

Then Maria 
slowly opened her arms 
she began to fly 
around the room 

[Translated by David Connolly]

 

MORNING AND EVENING 

In the morning 
you see death 
looking through the window 
at the garden 
the cruel bird 
and the quiet cat 
on the branch 

passing 
on the street outside 
is the phantom-car 
the supposed driver 
the man with the broom 
the gold teeth 
laughs 



and in the evening 
at the cinema 
you see 
what you didn't see in the morning 
the joyful gardener 
the real car 
the kisses with the real couple 

that death is not liked 
by the cinema 

[Translated by David Connolly]

  

AUTUMN 

What's the girl looking for 
in the darkness of the chair? 
quickly 
as night falls in autumn 
she undresses 
with clouds before her eyes 
with the rain inside her head 
with the needle in her heart 
she removes the stockings 
removes the flowers 
discards the halo 

outside the time's leaves 
are dyed in blood 

[Translated by David Connolly]

  

THE CANARY 

They placed him there where the wind blows most wild 
they pledged him to the bitter frosts 
they gave him a black garment 
and a red tie 
a sun pierced with a nail that would drip 
black glasses 
blood on top of the poison 
a staff 
and a canary 
they placed him there where pain springs 
they gave him to death 
that he'd shine of silver 

[Translated by David Connolly] 



 

THE DOVE 

The dove would pass this way 
they'd lit torches all round in the streets 
others kept watch in the rows of trees 
children held flags in their hands 
hours passed and it began to rain 
then the entire sky grew dark 
a lightning flash whispered something in fright 
and the cry broke in man's mouth 

then with ferocious teeth the white dove 
howled like a dog in the night 

[Translated by David Connolly]

  

THE STATION 

In memory of Guillaume Apollinaire 

It rains continually in my sleep 
my dream fills with mud 
the place is dark 
and I'm waiting for a train 
the station master is picking daisies 
that have sprouted on the rails 
as it's been a long time since 
any train has arrived at this station 
and suddenly the years have passed 
I sit behind a window 
hair and beard grown long 
as if I'm very ill 
and just as I'm falling asleep again 
slowly she comes 
holding a knife in her hand 
she comes up to me carefully 
and plunges it into my right eye. 

[Translated by David Connolly]

 

THE SAINT 

He stared deep 
deep 
into the well 
its depth 



had no end 
in this life 

the flesh peeled off 
and fell bit by bit 
soon nothing would remain 
but his skeleton 

I've decided - he said - 
I've finally decided 
I'll live among the drowned 
and among the lepers 

[Translated by David Connolly] 

 

THE DOG

This dog first showed up on a street 
_____-cut up by sharp bits of glass
then it showed up in the sky
in a dark well of the sky
it was drinking luminous canine light
it escorted a broken hand for a few steps
then it became fire
it was crying like a mean bird
burning like a hope
who knows where it came from and how it went away

But I know it will become death
------------------------one day

________18th February 1956

 

THE WELL

A sleeping well
a quiet
and broken book
my hand was touching high up
------------------on your sock
close to her dream 
my tongue was thinking
-------------of your teeth
my hand loved death
my other hand was made of wax
----------------and was melting
your eyes were made of wax
---------------and were melting
and outside, it was night
and it was raining



a sleeping well
a quiet 
and broken book

 

OCTOBER

On the ceiling shapes of roses
------------------------and shapes of spiders
the lights yellow damp dark
big fish on the deep green walls
------------------------nailed

blood
blankets with holes and broken glass
the rain 
and suddenly in my hands her hair
her body and her open mouth
away deep on the mountain

My mind is tired
and the air is transparent like crystal
clocks are falling all the time and
are breaking on the floor
today the wind grew even stronger
an arm grew out of the window
in the mirror another arm
they were beating at midnight
moaning was heard from afar

All I see
the strange houses remind me of you
the night reminds me of you
a small crying child reminds me of
--------------------------------you

and my grave reminds me of you
the fish the flowers remind me of you
all the photographs all the colours
all remind me of you
and I love them all for you

 

CHRISTMAS 1948

Flag
still
the traps set on the streets
the magic wires
crossed
and the matches burnt
and the bomb falls on the stable
of baby Christ



the blood the blood the blood
nightmarish women
with soft waxen 
hands
desperately
caressing
grazing
in the cold
cursed sheep
with the cross
in hand
and the shotgun of New Year's 
the ball
the railway of oblivion
the ball of death

 

THE FISH OF HORROR

In the dark port
alone at night
in the dock
I gather the fish
the fish that shine
the fish that come
in flocks
from the black sea

They come only to me
with their cunning eyes
full of silver
they come and lie 
on my hand
the amorous fish
the dizzy fish
and others around throw
nets and hooks at them
with oil and lights
to trap them

But the big fish
that, years now, knows
this game
spreads its arms
shouts
takes back my fish
in the deep sea

And leaves me alone again
in the empty port
with my empty hands



with my empty basket

 

SIX MOMENTS

I
The mute takes down old
photographs
looks at corpses afraid, jealous
mouths of girls
he cries takes out a red chair onto the pavement

II
The sick is studying
the chimneys
he knows that through them
escape the dreams
and the smoke
of the dead

III
The painter has a picture inside his heart
he has a knife inside his mind
he wants to take out the picture
he wants to take out the knife
and tear the picture

IV
My friend has a revolver
I have a guitar
when I load the guitar
the revolver plays fabulous 
music
when I'm killing with the guitar

V
The doors the horses the bells
open coffins under the sun
open mouths under the sun
God let's slaughter the black rooster
God let's slaughter the black rooster
God let's slaughter the black rooster

VI
The boatman of the thunders
travels
from coast to coast
doesn't want to stop anywhere
he whispers to his boat
away, away is now the water

 

IMAGES



1 - The rain
comes
in my head
it washes
my dreams

2 - A car
dismembered
on the street
awaits
the butcher
of Christmas

3 - A cigarette
two cigarettes
in the lonely
room
the man is a pugilist
the woman a needle

4 - Terrible story
the force
of the wind
nailed
a little child
on the window 

5 - A leaf fell
off the tree
and started
jumping
on the ground
screaming

 

UNDER THE SKY

In the room
a rain of piss
pure girls with wings are flying
carcasses with pink sky in their hearts
and men with sky full of rotten blood
are hanging and moving their white feet
knives sprout from their eyes
huge black lillies sprout
----from their bossoms
as they are flying slaughtering and hugging
the pure girls the carcasses and the rotten
------------------------------------- men
under a pissed sky

THE DIFFICULT SUNDAY



Since morning I've been looking upward at a better bird
since morning I've been rejoicing at a snake coiled around my neck

Broken water glasses on the rug
crimson flowers the cheeks of the prophetess
when she lifts the dress of fate
something will grow out of this joy
a new tree without flowers
or an innocent new eyelash
or an adored word
that has not kissed forgetfulness on the mouth

Outside the bells are clamouring
outside unimaginable friends are waiting for me
they lift a dawn high and twirl it round
what weariness what weariness
yellow dress - an eagle embroidered - 
green parrot – I close my eyes - it shrieks
always always always
the orchestra plays counterfeit tunes
what suffering eyes what women
what loves what voices what loves
friend love blood friend
friend give me your hand what cold

It was freezing
I no longer know the hour when they all died
and I remained with an amputated friend
and with a blooded branch for company

[Translated by Kimon Friar]

BEAUTY

He sprinkled ugliness with beauty
he took a guitar
and walked along a riverbank
singing

He lost his voice
the delirious lady stole it
who cut off her head in the crimson waters
and the poor man no longer has a voice to sing with
and the river rolls
the tranquil head with its eyelashes closed

Singing

THE DREAM

Notre voyage à nous est entièrement 
imaginaire. Voilà sa force.
- L. F. Céline 



The everliving dream
caresses its white hair

Boys undress in the light
throw the ball and shout in triumph
a Frankish priest points with his finger at Lycabbetos
a naked boy smiles at the girls
they grow tall in their branches they shout
he is crippled he is crippled
afterwards they plunged in shame in the red water

Young women undress in the shadow
in the endless harbour frightened
a surgeon on the balcony open and closes his lancers
tired stevedores lie in wait
to cut the ship's cables
to tear the unvirginal dresses to tatters
to mutiny and hang the captain
from the large mast of the sky
for women to clench their fingers
to close their eyes to sigh
to show their teeth their tongues

The voyage of joy begins

The suffering woman undressed in the dark
she swarmed up the wretched house and
stopped the futile music
she laughed in the mirror lifted her hands
painted her face with the colour
of an expectation saw the sun
in her watch and then remembered

"Look, the poem has come true
and the illegitimate boy and the colour
make a gift of joy
and how can they photograph this place
it is a place of hypocrisy
it is a land where boys
who have lost their innocence lie in ambush
and spread out their hands to the open windows
that the sick kisses might fall
that the young short-lived orphans
might fall weeping from the windows
squeezing in their wounded hands
a tuft of white hair

From the very ancient dream"

[Translated by Kimon Friar]

THE SAVIOUR

I count on the fingers of my severed hands



the hours I have strayed in these rooms of the wind
I do not have other hands my beloved and the doors
do not want to close and the dogs are unyielding

With my bare feet I splash in these dirty waters
with my bear heart I search (not for myself)
for a skyblue window
how did they ever build so many rooms so many tragic books
without a crack of light
without a breath of oxygen
for the sick reader

Since every room is also an open wound
how shall I descend the crumbling stairs again
to bring through mud and wild dogs again
bandages of rose and medicines
and if I should find the pharmacy closed
and if I should find the pharmacist dead
and if I should find my naked heart at the pharmacy window

No no it is ended there is no salvation

The rooms shall remain as they are
with the wind and the reeds of the wind
with splinters of glass faces that groan
with their colourless bleeding
with porcelain hands that stretch out toward me
with unpardonable oblivion

My own fleshy hands forgot they had been severed
the moment I was counting up their agony

[Translated by Kimon Friar]

THE THREE LETTERS

On the rain-soaked roads of evening
rises a haze of seablue light
a broad hand on each heart
and with ruinous footsteps
three lovers hand in hand go by
the first

Hangs his love on a tree
and prays beneath the tree at midnight
for his love to descend clinging to the leaves at midnight
for the flood of melting leaves to cease
a dog drinks up his tears on the ground
and love amidst the branches stones him
the tree howls the wind the dog
the second

Gave his love away to a crazy violinist
the crazy man made a song about it
the sky rains down flowers coins



the roads resound with the fatal violin
all have now learned the song of love
with bluecold puckered lips they whistle it
but only he does not know it
the third

Made a boat out of his love
and launched it on the three seas
he has now become a boy again
and builds castles of sand
he gathers shells pebbles
and waits for his boat of love
to return again

All three have carved a tree on their hearts
a violin played close to the ear will drive them crazy
and in the undersea the captain plays with coral

[Translated by Kimon Friar]

THE FORGOTTEN WOMAN

I
This furrow is not a furrow of blood
this ship is not a ship of storm
this wall is not a wall of sensuality
this crumb is not a crumb of holiday
this dog is not a dog of flowers
this tree is not a tree electrical
this house is not a house of hesitation

The white old woman is not a woman about to die

They are a spoonful of sweet wine the vigour of joy
for the life of the forgotten woman

II
The forgotten woman opens her window
she opens her eyes
trucks with women dressed in black pass below
who display their naked sex
with one-eyed drivers who blaspheme
by her Christ and her Virgin Mary
the women in black wish her evil
and let them throw carnations at her steeped in blood
from the effervescence of their sensual gardens
from the evaporation of gasoline in a cloud of smoke
the drivers
tear through the cloud and call her prostitute
but she is a Dolorous Virgin
with her beloved amid the icons
precisely as time has preserved him
with the candles of all the betrayed
who marched to death between the daisies and the chamomile



with beldames servants and mountain stars
with swords that slashed through throats and palm trees

III
The forgotten woman stretches out her white hand 
takes however a piece of coloured glass and sings
"I call to you not from within the dream
but from among these splinters of multicoloured glasses
yet you always recede
now indeed your face frightens me truly
no matter how much I try to match these broken glasses
I can no longer face you wholly
at times I only construct your head
among a thousand other savage heads that estrange me
at times only your beloved body
among a thousand other amputated bodies
at times only again your blessed hand
among a thousand other outflung hands
they encumber my feet under my dresses
they blindfold me with their black handkerchiefs
they command me to walk and not turn back my head
to see your eyes shattering"

IV
The forgotten woman in the depths of her victorious sleep
holding an apple in her right hand caressing the sea with the 
other
suddenly unfolds her beautiful eyes
it is only a breeze the roar of a cannon
it is only the bicyclist his beloved and a bouquet of flowers
it is the clamour of the heart the smoke of minefields
it is hatred bodies that couple in rage and sink
it is a dreadful kiss on the frontiers of sensuality
where five deaths may be found sown among the poppies
it is the shadow of her lover passing by

V
Forty years later the forgotten woman shall uproot these words
And shall I say that on this street miracles happen? No. Miracles
happen only in haunted churches. Shall I speak of the man 
who became a tree and his mouth that sprouted with flowers?
I am shy but I must speak no matter if no one believes me. The altar,
a few naked boys stoned him to death. They wanted to kill a 
wolf-hound they wanted to sing a song they wanted to kiss a
woman. At all events they killed him and cut him in two with a
saber. From the waist up they put him in a window as a statue.
From the waist down they taught him to walk like a toddling child.
He did not seem worthy enough to become a good statue for his
eye would not turn white. And then again his feet cut a great
many crazy capers and frightened the women who spend the night
in windows. Now from the sides of his lips two small bitter leaves



have sprouted. Extremely green. Is he a flower or a man? Is he a
man or a statue? Is he a statue or a lurking death? Forty years
later the forgotten woman shall uproot these words.

VI
The forgotten woman is the soldier who was crucified
the forgotten woman is the clock that stopped
the forgotten woman is the branch that caught fire
the forgotten woman is the needle that broke
the forgotten woman is the tomb of Christ that blossomed
the forgotten woman is the hand that aimed
the forgotten woman is the back that shuddered
the forgotten woman is the kiss that sickened
the forgotten woman is the knife that missed
the forgotten woman is the mud that dried
the forgotten woman is the fever that fell

[Translated by Kimon Friar]

THE ALMOND TREES

Dazzling house white and red
in what room have your almond trees blossomed
I have lived in all your corners
in the red one and the unhappy one
in the tragic one there in the loft
your breathing has blurred my dreams
on your windowpanes a sea quivered and faded
gardens of secret chrysanthemums in your ecstasy
where I ran hunting and blood-splattered

A large net passed straight
above my head
unhappiness
had iron teeth
the sun even planted other gardens in the walls
the garden of the fly the garden of the paper kite
the great garden of love
and the garden of the great fever
where all day long I wandered with my gun
with a red ribbon in my mouth with a red ribbon in my hair
like the red corner and the unhappy one
like the tragic white corner there in the loft
I have lived in all the corners
In which ones then did your almond trees grow?

[Translated by Kimon Friar]

THE WOUNDED SPRING

Wounded Spring stretches her flowers taut
the night bells their clamour
and the pure-white girl amid the carnations
gathers the blood drop-by-drop



from all the flags that ever felt pain
from the cypress trees that were slaughtered
that a deep red tower might be built
with a clock and two black clockhands
and when the clockhands cross a cloud will come
and when the clockhands cross a sword will come
the cloud will inflame the carnations
the sword will reap her body

[Translated by Kimon Friar]

THE DEAD MAN IN OUR LIFE, JOHN BENJAMIN D' ARKOZI

To Nicos Engonopoulos

John Benjamin d' Arkozi who died - "in life" - and was 
resurrected as soon as night fell slaughters his herd every evening - 
goats cows and many sheep - drowns all his birds empties his rivers 
and on the pitch-black cross he has erected in the middle of his 
room he crucifies his beloved. Afterwards he sits before his open 
window smoking his pipe poor and tearful and thinks if only he
too had herds of cows goats many sheep if only he had rivers with
swift pellucid waters if he too could marvel at the fluttering of
birds if only he too could take joy in a woman's warm breath.

[Translated by Kimon Friar]

OBSERVATORY

Burglars of the sun
they had never before seen a green twig
they had never touched a flaming mouth
they do not know what the colour of the sky is

In darkened rooms locked up
they do not know if they will die
they lurk in ambush
with black masks and heavy telescopes
with stars in their pockets dirty with crumbs
with stones of cowards in their hands
they lurk in other planets for the light

Let them die

Let every Spring be judged by its gladness
by its colour every single flower
by its caress every single hand
by its trembling every single kiss

[Translated by Kimon Friar]

NIGHTMARE

Her name was Seashore and Sunday. She had black eyes black
hair black garments black petticoats and a pure black horse. But
they called her Seashore and Sunday. Her house was on an island



and it was full of pistols crimson robes flags netted stars machine
guns diving helmets hooks chests with dreams and chests with 
bullets island dresses lamps with coloured glasses coloured handkerchiefs
and an old rusted cannon. As night fell she would light a lantern
in the window. It would flare up - go out flare up - go
out and immediately a wretched boat would anchor by the side of
the iron door of the house and one by one five men would glide
into the house. In a little while from a small secret door covered
with cactus the First Man emerged dead. The Second with his face 
splattered with blood held a very beautiful infant tightly in his
arms. The Third also splattered with blood held an automatic 
rifle tightly in his arms. The Fourth dragged himself along
wrapped from top to toe in a heavy dark green material. The 
Fifth was dead also. But the most wonderfully dead person was
the girl in her pure white dress lying in the middle of the room
by the side of her slain black horse she also inundated with blood her
hands crossed high in her breasts with a mile and a green twig
in her mouth while the five Germans weak before her saluted at attention.

[Translated by Kimon Friar]

THE GIFTS

Today I wore a
warm red blood
today people love me
a woman smiled at me
a girl gave me a seashell
a boy gave me a hammer

Today I kneel on the sidewalk
and nail the naked white feet of the passerby
to the pavement tiles
they are all in tears
but no one is frightened
all remain in the places to which I had come in time
they are all in tears
but they gaze at the celestial advertisements
at a beggar whose sells hot cross buns
in the sky

Two men whisper
what is he doing is he nailing our hearts

Yes he is nailing our hearts

Well then he is a poet

[Translated by Kimon Friar]

DEATH

NO one killed this particular man
he was not the harbour watchman
he was not a warrior in battle



in trains he would bring animals in iron cages
and his heart rested on the high mountains
some time or other his blood will speak
and then dark black birds will smother the clouds
bearded black winds will encircle the fields
pear trees will sing his history
in the house of flame with the wild animals
the cups of death upon the table
the sunless curtains the lamp and cold words
lamp and cold kisses without love
with the wanton girls of silence
who every evening would close the windows
who every evening would crucify sleep
who every evening would tear up and eat their dresses
they would fall on their backs and spit on their dreams

[Translated by Kimon Friar]

DEEP MINE

I write you filled with fear from a nocturnal arcade
lit by a lamp as small as a thimble
a wagon carefully passes above me
it gropes its distances so as not to hit me
but sometimes I pretend to be sleeping sometimes
to be darning a pair of old stockings
because all things about me have strangely grown old

At home
yesterday
as I opened the wardrobe it vanished it turned
to dust together with all its clothing
the plates break as soon as their are touched
I'm afraid and have hidden the knives and forks
my hair has become somewhat like cotton batting
my mouth has turned white and hurts me
my hands are stone
mw feet are wooden
three small children wander about me crying
I don't know how this happened and they call me mother

I wanted to write you of your old happiness
but I have forgotten how to write of happy things

R e m e m b e r -m e

[Translated by Kimon Friar]

THE SKY

Birds, black arrows of difficult sorrow
it is not easy for you to love the sky
you have learned well to know it is blue
do you know its caves its forests its rocks?



As you are passing thus like winged whistles
you tear your flesh on its windowpanes
your downy feathers are glued to its heart

And when night comes fearfully from the trees
you look at the sky's white handkerchief the moon
at the naked virgin who howls in its lap
at the mouth of the old lady with its rotted teeth
at the stars with swords and golden strings
at its lightning its thunder its rain
at the distant sensuality of the galaxy

[Translated by Kimon Friar]

PETER

Again what cannibalism this Spring
flowers have greedily swallowed the honeybees
hawks have eaten the entrails of birds
the rose has remained utterly alone
and the violet has become transformed into a funeral

I have no other flowers to bring you
but one day I will become the great gardener
I shall plant, I shall prune, I shall water
I shall build my house on a cloud
I shall light my dreams with the sun

Today I am still a pilot
also guilty for the mud the lemon peels
the tin cans in the harbour waters
I drive the siren insane I sow my blood
I wear stone glasses and I am called Peter

[Translated by Kimon Friar]

THE DOOR

To George Likos

The door you opened with such passion
opened toward Death
and three flowers can't cover him
and the sugary cheeks of the girl
behind the door
can't exorcise him
behind the door the girl undresses in the wind
the cypress tree whispers a prayer of snow
the gloomy north wind howls and bends the branches
the woodsmen have vanished in the sea
pale fishing boats have lowered their flags
bugles at the sea-depths have trumpeted the end
while in the harbour all come out for a Sunday stroll
women in black drag their little boys behind them
blacksmiths torture their ill-fated horses



savage barrel-organs knife their tambourines
children sell lollipops red as snow
ships and birds whistle and leave
masts open a road between the stars
the door you opened with care
has a thousand other doors behind it
behind each door there is a cry
behind each door a girl stands upright

[Translated by Kimon Friar]

THE BATTLE

You stretched you always stretched out your hands
on the balconies you helped the sick
to descend
with their large eyes their thin legs their flowers
while all around them from the dark windows
t h e y -w e r e -a l l -s h o o t i n g

You stretched you always stretched out your stride
wherever there were high mountains or big roads
big roads with fires and revolvers
with a poor man who was giving away the lives of saints
with a gypsy woman who wanted an egg passionately
to make creation within it sigh

You stretched you always stretched out your stride
and in the rain the hanged man
stood at Attention
with his golden stripes his violin his handkerchief
with ten clouds of mud in his heart
and from the mud small children took
and built ten dream cities

You stretched you always stretched out your hands
and the sick had now vanished in the streets below
with their large eyes their thin legs their songs
while all around them from the dark windows
t h e y -w e r e -a l l -s h o o t i n g

[Translated by Kimon Friar]

THE BRIGAND

The thud of stars on high
and the green grass below
and an electric iron rooster
emits flame
the clock stops in the clouds
at the door the brigand
the panther
with the long lance
with the long black hair



like a woman of ancient times
with a blood-stained egg in her hand
around him the railings the jasmine
the shadow of the moon
the shadow of teeth in blood
the mud
the cross
the clock counts
the clock is not living
and her voice
is heard darkly
her heart boils
like old wine forgotten
down deep
forty stairs 
the clock counts
forty 
forty days
and forty years
the clock is not living

[Translated by Kimon Friar]

LAZARUS

"Today all things are new
the year gifts hopes
and only my heart
is beaten by ancient hurricanes"

Rain in the arcades rain
rain in automobiles
with frozen feet
see how the guard is watching you
photographs deaths hopes

Coals in the heart of Lazarus

Rise from your bed Lazarus
they are giving you a distant place
a meadow tender with anemones
a dreadful meadow
Rise from your bed Lazarus
factory owner Lazarus evil Lazarus
become a river of spring Lazarus
become an earring become a whirlwind
love life

"Today all things are new
see how the guard is watching you
photographs deaths hopes
and only my heart
is beaten by ancient hurricanes"



[Translated by Kimon Friar]

THE FACTORY

Factory factory
of night and fire
with large suns made of roses
fire ladders
poplar trees - ghosts with red leaves
despairing birds tied with harsh
white string
frightful toys

The bride smiles
with soiled arm
with cracked hand
with painted nails
the ship anchored by the pierside
and further down the storm
and further down the drowned man

He She

The tired horses by the rain's side
thirst 
and further beyond thirst

The Poet

Kept his gardens hidden in his mouth
that burned and filled the land with smoke

Factory factory
fright and flame

[Translated by Kimon Friar]

SOMETIMES THE WOMEN

Sometimes a bird comes out of a cloud
it passes over the houses and descends into the city
once it remained for years imprisoned in the moon
and this is why it is very bitter very brilliant
with only one large beautiful woman's eye

Out of the cloud it descends in the rain
it passes like a phantom over the houses
in the cities they call it bird bird of the rain
it doesn't remain anywhere because if it should stop
a thousand scattered fingers will point at it
because it is a cruel bird dyed in blood
that descends into the city ferociously with the rain
and has one very beautiful woman's eye

This is why women are alarmed when they see it
but some hide it in their mirrors



some hide it in deep drawers
and some deep in their bodies
and so it cannot be seen
it cannot be seen by the men who caress them at night
nor in the morning when the women dress before the mirror
they cannot see it
because it is a bird very bitter very beautiful
very frightened

[Translated by Kimon Friar]

HE IS NOT OEDIPUS

A huge sky filled with swallows
enormous halls Doric columns
the hungry ghosts
sitting in chairs in corners
weeping
the rooms with dead birds
Aegisthus the fishing net Kostas
Kostas the fisherman the afflicted
a room filled with tulles of many colours fluttering
in the wind
bitter oranges break the windowpanes
and enter
Kostas killed
Orestes killed
Alexis killed
break the chains on the windows
and enter
Kostas Orestes Alexis
others return to the streets from the fiesta
with lights with flags with trees
they call on Maria to come down
they call on Maria to come down from Heaven
the horses of Achilles fly in the heavens
rockets attend their flight
the sun rolls down from hill to hill
and the moon is a green lantern
filled with alcohol
then silence falls like night on the streets
and the blind man comes out with his cane
children follow him on tiptoe
he is not Oedipus
he is Elias from the vegetable market
he plays an exhausting and fatal flute
he is dead Elias from the vegetable market

[Translated by Kimon Friar]

PASIPHAE



The frozen hands
search the clouds
find the windmill
in the clouds
turning without wings
find the headless ghost
of the chimney
find the cross
of the savage threat
the perforated 
jar of rain
they also find
the spring moon
extinguished
smoking
with lilac flowers
all about it
the frozen hands
seize Ariadne's
thread
and then find
the wooden cow
of the queen 
smashed
into little pieces
and in the clouds
they even find
how shall I say it

her very eyes

savage insane
and thirsty

like lightning flashes

[Translated by Kimon Friar]

ON THE NATURE OF THE BEAST

Do not go away beast
beast with the iron teeth
I shall build you a wooden house
I shall give you an earthen jug
I shall also give you a spear
I shall give you more blood to play with

I shall bring you to other harbours
to see how ships devour their anchors
how masts break in two
and how flags are painted black

I shall find for you the same girl again
trembling at night bound in the dark



I shall find for you the broken balcony again
and the sky-dog
that kept the rain in the well

I shall find for you the same soldiers again
he who vanished three years ago
with a hole above his eyes
and he who knocks on doors at night
with amputated hand

I shall find for you the rotten apple again

Do not go away beast
beast with the iron teeth

[Translated by Kimon Friar]

EXPERIMENTS FOR THE REPETITION OF NIGHT

My friends are leaving
they have come to say goodbye

I shall never see my friends again

one of them is leaving for the adjacent room
his face has turned black
he has worn a dark green material
night has fallen
he no longer speaks

the other is leaving for the other room
to find the pins
first however he hid himself behind the curtains
he became frightened
afterwards he climbed on the window
to sleep

the other took off his shoes
with trembling hands
he took the warm
statue
into the bedroom
but doesn't know how to make it stand upright

my friends have gone far away

I shall not see my friends 
again

[Translated by Kimon Friar]

THE CROSSING

When I was going up the streets
and the moon burned my hands
the owl, the baker's daughter, would wake up
then I would go out and call the Night



When I was going down the river
her secret wounded my chest
the tanner had nowhere to sleep
then I would go out and call the Night

When I was going up the stairs
and the quails got tangled in my feet
and dragged the man by the hair
then I would go out and call the Night

When I was going down the stairs
and they waited there for me to tell them
and roses sprouted in the kitchen sink
then I would go out and call the Night

And when I would take to the streets again
and the irons rose out of the ground
and the thank you writhed in blood
then I would go out and call the Night

[Translated by Kimon Friar]

THE SCENE

On the table they had set
a head of clay
they had decorated their walls
with flowers
on the bed they had cut out of paper
two erotic bodies
on the floor snakes slithered
and butterflies
a huge dog kept guard
in the corner

Strings stretched across the room
from all sides
it would be imprudent for anyone
to pull them
one of the strings tugged at the bodies
to make love

The sadness outside
clawed the doors

[Translated by Kimon Friar]

THE SHEEP

O head of mine filled with dream
hands of mine filled with mud

Well should I also sing of the rain
when Pontius Pilate walked in the streets
no one recognized his face
in the darkness in the desert next to the cables



when Jesus was multiplying the fish
one man leant on a hedge
another on a blind bridge
another on a ruined house
when Jesus was multiplying the fish
and the sea was casting up on land
her wild white sheep
Pontius Pilate walked in the streets
no one however recognized his joy
Pontius Pilate the first river mate
with the cage his hungry birds
the garden his lost flowers
the two embraced on the hill
the two sighed in the arcade
the two swooned under the cypress tree
when the sea once more gathered
her wild white sheep
and put them to sleep in her bitter arms

[Translated by Kimon Friar]

SATURDAY

The dead two steps away from us
are resting
or sit quietly
on the stairs
with a bloody broom in their hands
but the living
have certain monstrous heads
full of petroleum
and their hands are smeared
with fat
they build boats out of black paper
they leave
one by one
and without sun
for the black sky

[Translated by Kimon Friar]

NOSTALGIA RETURNS

The woman undressed and lay on the bed
a kiss opened and closed on the floor
savage shapes with knives began to appear on the ceiling
hung on a wall, a bird choked and vanished
a candle leant and fell from its holder
weeping was heard outside and the clatter of feet

The windows opened a hand entered
afterward the moon entered
embraced the woman and they slept together



All night long a voice was heard

T h e -d a y s -p a s s
t h e -s n o w -r e m a i n s

[Translated by Kimon Friar]

THE CLOUDS

The clouds left
one by one
but in their place
other clouds came
more savage
more frantic
more fearful

I am said to be good
by good men
who do not know me
the way dogs know me
the way eagles
know me
or ants

Desolate
in the wet streets
with the raincoats of strangers
with tortured hands
trumpets
ghosts
and encircling threats

I Greet You

[Translated by Kimon Friar]

THE TELEPHONE

We telephone
for a dead man
where can we find him?
-His name?
they reply
-He has no name
he is dead
we search
the drawers
-They have hidden him
-they have chased him out
They have saved him
we can't find him
he is dead
they tell us run
in the rain



to find him
we run
and do not find him
I telephone
and they tell me He has gone
they must be lying
I see HER
with my large eye
the crimson one
Let's go elsewhere
to wander about
and to ask
-They don't know her
-They don't know his name
-They've forgotten him
I telephone
they tell me: No
-They don't know who I am
-They don't know my name
They've forgotten me

I am dead

[Translated by Kimon Friar]

THE CARNIVAL

This carnival took place far away in another world
the small hobbyhorse wandered in the desolate streets
where not a soul was breathing
dead children were continually rising into the sky
they would descend for a moment
to get the paper kites they had forgotten
snow fell like glass confetti
and wounded every heart
a kneeling woman
turned up her eyes as though she were dead
only troops of soldiers passed by one-two
one-two with frozen teeth

At night the moon came out
a carnival moon
filled with hate
they bound it and cast it into the sea
knifed

This carnival took place far away in another world

[Translated by Kimon Friar]

THE METAMORPHOSIS

One day I shall awaken
as a star



as you foretold
I shall wash the blood
from my hands
and shall cast off the nails
from my chest
I shall no longer fear thunder
I shall not fear the slain
rooster
one day I shall awaken 
as a star
as you foretold
then
you will be a bird
perhaps you will be a peacock
I
shall have been proved innocent

[Translated by Kimon Friar]

WE HAVE SPROUTED

To T. I. Roussos

We have sprouted again like wild flowers this spring
wild cherry and wild azure
but they die
we grow like statues
wild warm flowers this spring
we stretch out our hands and shout
but the reply
comes after many years
and from a great distance
like a chained ghost

and like a heavy empty ship

[Translated by Kimon Friar]

EROS SLIPPED

Eros slipped
between my fingers
and fell
into a glass filled with blood
rolled on a darkened
mirror
on which a frightful rain
fell
he vanished in a forest
filled
with shadows
songs
birds



[Translated by Kimon Friar]

THE ORANGE TREE

I
What a wretched winter, my God! What a wretched winter! An
orange-coloured petticoat is hanging, a rose-coloured dust rag
and it is raining. An old man is looking through the windowpane.
A dry tree, a light shining the colour of orange. A tree with
oranges further on. And the girl turned upside down and the
cup broke and everyone, my God, weeping weeping weeping
And then money money a great deal of money
What a wretched winter, my God! What a wretched winter, my God!
What a wretched winter

II
It is raining as in the previous poem The Orange Tree
A woman with a mirror and some wires is trying to hold
the years. But the years leave
the wires enter deeply into her cheeks
tear them and blood flows
as a savage hand with a piece of chalk comes and goes
and paints her hair white

[Translated by Kimon Friar]

THE DOVE

The dove was to pass this way
they had lit torches everywhere in the streets
other men kept guard by rows of trees
children held small flags in their hands
the hours passed and it began to rain
afterwards all the sky darkened
a lightning flash whispered something fearfully
and the outcry opened in the mouth of man

then the white dove with savage teeth
howled like a dog in the night

[Translated by Kimon Friar]

THE VOYAGE

Don't move! the photographer shouted 
but the ship had already set out
a large white ship filled with sick birds
and the birdkeeper on a terrace watched them through binoculars
as they were leaving together with the white clouds
they were also leaving

If we enter the hotel opposite they'll see us
they'll say: They've entered the hotel Hope

"Are you going on a trip?" the colonel asked
"No" I answered "I'm a doctor"



"I've just examined those sick birds who left
see there’s even one who's escaped me"
It had crossed over to the shop opposite

"These are the last things I shall buy
with Greek money" said the sick bird
Then it opened its wings and flew into the sky

[Translated by Kimon Friar]

I AM NOT A TREE

I am not a tree
I am not a bird
I am not a cloud
the dream has rotted in my blood
the dream has rotted in my bones
once in a dream I slew a girl
by the side of a cypress tree
now I recline beneath it
on a cloth stretched tight

I had loves
I had battles
and I lurked in corners
my nails have grown long
my lips have swollen
my face has grown black
I am not a tree
I am not a bird
I am not a cloud

[Translated by Kimon Friar]

THE MARTYRDOM

The moon dripped with fragrance
dogs with white flowers on their heads
passed in the road ecstatic
the below shone of crystal
and inside appeared
the hammers and the knives

In my hands I broke the crystal

And then I saw the red cloud
growing larger inflaming my heart
and the other one as gray as smoke
emptying out of me
and fleeing

[Translated by Kimon Friar]

HISTORY

When the rusty door opened like a stage curtain



it creaked
like a rotted ship in an evil harbour
the face of the girl appeared deluded
in the fragrance of fire and smoke
her voice
like the dark hall of a movie house
emerged deluded
and I
a shirt hanging in the air
amid ruin
and preparing to fly

the girl
a living flower
a burning flower
a beautiful beast
her mouth turned upside down
her eyes
her eyebrows
a beautiful beast that chimed
like a magical clock
on this magical evening

the night at last
advanced
the girl shattered in the mirror

afterward
her face
my face
appeared again
enormously
distorted
savagely drenched in blood

like a movie house

[Translated by Kimon Friar]

MY BROTHERS

My brothers who disappeared down here on earth
are the stars that now light up one by one in the sky

and there's the eldest
with a black spring tie
who got lost in blindblack caves
as he rolled playing
on red anemones
he slipped
into the blood-stained mouth of the wild beast

and then my other brother who was burned
would sell yellow fireworks



he would sell and set yellow fireworks ablaze
-When we light - he would say - a fire 
we shall chase the ghosts from the gardens
the ghosts shall cease polluting the gardens
-When we set - he would say - yellow fireworks ablaze
one day the sky will flame up in blue

and then the third and youngest
who would say he was a bat
this is why he loved the moons
and the moons one night encircled him
stuck around him and closed him in
stuck around him and choked him
the moons around him dissolved him

my brothers who disappeared down here on earth
are the stars that now light up one by one in the sky

[Translated by Kimon Friar]

THE TEMPTATION

Behind the old women dressed in black
behind their backs
is the white bed
and on it the apple utterly alone
just as before the apple
the white flower was utterly alone
they tore it with knives with scissors
they watered it with blood
and now on the bed
a rotted apple lies

This is why the angel sits by the edge of the bed
behind the old women dressed in black
behind their backs
he opens his white wings
and stretches his hand towards the apple

[Translated by Kimon Friar]

THE CRAZY HARE

It roamed the streets the crazy hare
it roamed the streets
it escaped the barbed wire the crazy hare
it would fall in the mud

Daybreak glowed the crazy hare
the night opened
hearts dripped blood the crazy hare
the world shone

Its eyes brimmed with tears the crazy hare
its tongue swell



a black insect moaned the crazy hare
death in its mouth

[Translated by Kimon Friar]

THE SOLDIER POET

I have not written poems
amid alarms
amid alarms
has my life gone its way

One day I tremble
the next day I shudder
in fear
in fear
has my life moved on

I have not written poems
I have not written poems
Only crosses
on graves
I nail

[Translated by Kimon Friar]

LIFE

Night
in a pharmacy
a kneeling
horse
eats
the floorboards
a girl
with a strange
green 
burn
is being healed
while 
the ghost
in despair
weeps 
in the corner

[Translated by Kimon Friar]

WINTER 

How beautifully have the flowers withered
how perfectly have they withered
and this crazy man running in the streets
with the frightened heart of a swallow
it has turned winter and the swallows have gone
the streets have filled with puddles



two black clouds in the sky
look into one another's eyes angrily
tomorrow the rain also will come out into the streets
in despair
distributing her umbrellas
the chestnuts will be jealous of her
and fill up with yellow wrinkles
and the other shopkeepers will come out
he who sells ancient beds
he who sells the warmest fleeces
he who sells scalding salepi
and he who sell sheaths of cold snow
for impoverished hearts

[Translated by Kimon Friar]

STRANGER

Stranger
with your black suit
who knocks on my door
and show me these white plates
where have you hidden your pistol
where have you hidden your knife
you have a red star in your head
and you stammer
you want the money
the money that merged with blood and vanished
the money that merged with sleep and vanished
you implore
go
go stranger
I keep a tame bird in my heart
if I set it free
its teeth will tear you to pieces

[Translated by Kimon Friar]

AUTUMN

What is the girl seeking
in the darkness of the chair?
Quickly
as autumn falls into night
she undresses
with clouds before her eyes
with rain insider her head
with a needle in her heart
she takes off her stockings
takes off her flowers
throws away her halo

outside the leaves of time



are dyed in blood

[Translated by Kimon Friar]

THE STORY OF A CHILD

To E. H. Gonatas

For years
the sky
was a difficult piece of paper
hidden in my pocket
and blood
grew in my garden all day long
because stones
fell in rain from the other sky
crushing
meat 
and bones

And so when the Resurrection came
I dressed in black
and with a red candle
went out
into the streets
insane

I was a yellow bird
like those Modigliani
drew
I had never
I had never 
been born

[Translated by Kimon Friar]

THOUGHTS

Quiet coffins of sleep
beds of dreadful death
after he had roamed around the wind of this earth
the wind bolted and bit
the earth turned upside down
from the side where things blossomed
he paused then
thoughtfully
multicoloured
near the sea
like a scarecrow on the beach

[Translated by Kimon Friar]

PENTAGRAM

Limned mouths
the fire entered



the smoke smashed your teeth

a girl 
burned her dress 
because she was freezing
she says: I love frozen garments
and I hold only one flower for you
thank you

a beggar 
says: Do you know what?
a father has become
a pistol
but I
have a large room
with red curtains
go away!
you are not men
you are moons
I never want to see you again!

a man
searches 
the streets
picks up pieces
of paper
cigarette boxes
smiles
and says: I am a murderer
what else?

and I
heavy of heart
annihilated
in difficult times
together with these
burst in a white death
with blood

[Translated by Kimon Friar]

WHY

Why did the blood of winter
sprout wings in spring
and fly in the summer?
why did the flowers I planted in my garden
grow wild in my bedroom mirror?
why did the beautiful white body I held
grow black
and dye my hands?
why do birds measure the springs with knives?
why did the diseases of summer



appear in the winter's moon?
why did the black hair I wound around my hands
become spiders and dirty leather?
why did my coffee cup
fill with a dark green martyrdom?

There is no red answer
as to why a large lack
is something of a grave

[Translated by Kimon Friar]

THE MONEY

To Tatiana Milliex

The gypsy woman says:
I read money 
in your sleep
you have a crowded life
filled with snow
but I do not know
when
you will slide in 

the shepherd says:
When you do not love the stars
my sheep will hate you
and I shall give you
that half of the moon
which vomits flame
from the side of rage

death says:
The money is mine
the moon is also mine
the snow and the sheep are mine
and the red flame
and 
the gypsy woman
and
the shepherd

[Translated by Kimon Friar]

THE NOBLEMAN

I shall light up the dark savage palace blindingly
I shall cast colours everywhere
in a dark corner
the d r a g o n 
shall be
the branch 
of a blossomed
almond tree



because this year in truth I feared
the frost the loneliness the cold
and these deer that passed suspiciously 
at night
under my soul

[Translated by Kimon Friar]

ONE DAY

Blear-eyed are the eyelashes of day
a girl hangs over the windows like a flower
though around her the birds are passionately singing
a shattered water glass
with its splinters invisible in the heart
and a paper kite high up like a rebellious dream
emits flame
we gather needles
as in another time they gathered flowers
and the larger pierce
right through our skulls

[Translated by Kimon Friar]

THE CLOCK

Black is the sun
in my mother's
garden
with a tall green
top hat
my father
would bewitch the birds
and I
with a deaf
and distrustful clock
count the years
and 
wait for my parents

[Translated by Kimon Friar]

MOMENTS

the lover 
a sick fish
at any moment now
will fall
into the sky

I never expected
a hell 
with so mush light
turning the corner



to confront
the black red

locked up
at night
in cages of rain
I am slowly slowly
killed
by the birds

and in the morning
if the birds
send me by God
are black again
I shall dye them
green
yellow
red
but one day
the everlasting clouds
will come

cypress tree
red
skin
of the soul

A sweet hand
broken
cast
on stones
on chaos

goodnight

[Translated by Kimon Friar]

EPISODE

With the voracious cotton
of death

A large hole opens
in the moon

A child dies

A funeral procession in the moon
like large black ants

Another child
casts a stone
and breaks the moon

[Translated by Kimon Friar]

I WIN



Each day
a black veil falls
and is burnt in the sun
at night
the moon stains it with blood
every night I win I win
my death
stretches out its hand
each night I win I win

[Translated by Kimon Friar]

THE SUN ONE BEAUTIFUL DAY

It was a beautiful corner 
a beautiful day
creaking and burning with subterranean sound
the sun would rise deeply
and then vanish strangely
there was a beautiful corner
a beautiful day
butterflies would fly
into my death
and the sun would suddenly rise
and afterwards
would vanish extinguished
forever

[Translated by Kimon Friar]

CLEPSYDRA

All things round her
now
are warm
only at times

she remembers

she felt cold then
rain was falling
and in the darkness
the stranger soldier
with the cigarette
was suspiciously
lurking

-But You God
have forgotten me
the birds
found
only my imprinted
red
shape



on the wall

[Translated by Kimon Friar]

SUNSET

To Alex Fasianos

This sudden frost
in the midst of summer

the eyes of my girl
grow glazed
she says: I am spotted
all over
with red evil
but as clean
as a fawn
what shall I do
far from wellspring?

the other man passes
in gloom
with irons
and a helmet
phosphorescing
locked up
toothless
in a cage
how can he live?

and outside
the sunset
the sounds of animals
lower and dwindle away
pigeons fly upside down
on a forgotten sea
fish trees flowers
and caiques
drift by sweetly

[Translated by Kimon Friar]

PORTRAIT

His head
in a gold circle

snow falls upon it

his mouth emits fiery
wounds

wild anemones pursue him

an azure rod stretches above him



about him fly the small black crosses of spring
the swallows

[Translated by Kimon Friar]

THE DESOLATE

Desolate men in the cold
speak to the Virgin

without expression
without leaves
the trees stare at them

ravens have dressed in red
like whores

the church has cracked
from too much rain
the saints were found
running in the streets

[Translated by Kimon Friar]

THE POET

When they find me on the wooden slab of my death
the sky will have turned red from end to end
there will be the slightest suspicion of sea
and a white bird from above in a now
frightening darkness will recite my songs

[Translated by Kimon Friar]

THE GRAVEBIRD WAS LEAVING

The gravebird was leaving
so small
mournfully red
and vanished
tenderly
above the sparse grass
with the eternal turtle that trudges silently
the dead locust
and the honeybee
that had wedged itself
painfully
into the flower's mouth

[Translated by Kimon Friar]

THE GOLD

One day
we shall stop
like a skyblue coach
in the midst of gold



we shall have not count the black horses
we shall have nothing to add
we shall no longer have anything
to share

holding
a stick
we shall pass through the black burning hole
of the sun

[Translated by Kimon Friar]

PARABLE

(the metaphysical night or the snow)

The black crow
returns from its trip
with its black overcoat
its black shoes
its black cane

it shakes off the snow

a star has gone into its right eye

the star casts a dreadful radiance
in the radiance the tear
of the other man grows larger
the clamour is dazzling

it kills it does not blind

the red mouth blows
a tattered rag of black snow

 

Monday, February 25th, 1963

[Translated by Kimon Friar]

THRENODY

Girls like torn cardboard
with stains of sulphur in their heads
with angry weeds in her mouths
smashing the cup of the sky
with tears straining in their eyes
like black brand-new pins
when will the colour of birds sing?
when will butterflies strike at knives?
When other hands sprout on suns
and sleep drains them of darkness

and night shall be as beautiful as day

[Translated by Kimon Friar]



PAPERS

Gathering 
papers
our doves 
we shall leave tonight

it will be a lovely trip
the sky
will keep turning a stone on high
pretending to be the sun
the dogs will bark behind it
we shall give our two black hands
we shall clasp our two hands so tightly
they will never be able to part

and the sun will fall headlong
and crush them

[Translated by Kimon Friar]

HOOK

He squeezes his rotted hair
sprouts wings
the girls begins to fly

the telephone howls in the sky
the snow casts down
pieces of white angels

the red girl
is seized by the rain 
and hidden in the moon's deep wound

the girl opens
glittering

like a black hand
whispers my name

[Translated by Kimon Friar]

SUNDAY

My eyes are Sunday waves
my hands are waves of loneliness

the teeth in my heart
grind an innocent sleep

the dead child
does not live abroad
it walks on holding a small red dog
in a handkerchief

monsters walk
upside down in dreams



a fierce wind is blowing
above the lemonades

a bat flies
like a sorrowful gospel

with a black cloth
a woman covers
the moon

[Translated by Kimon Friar]

BENJAMIN

When Benjamin awoke and heard
the birds warbling
We also - he said - had a caged bird
let's go now to see what's become of it.
He went and the cage was a black cup
in which a small goldfish was burning
It's still flaming - he said - we thought it had burned
down
many years ago.

[Translated by Kimon Friar]

THE HUGE MOON

Flooded by the blood of birds
the moon remains hidden
sometimes behind trees
sometimes behind beasts
sometimes behind clouds
with a noise that deafens the wings of angels
they want to say something, they want to hint at something
it is still summer
but a sulphurous smell walls up the winter
there isn't even a chair to sit on
and the chairs have left for the sky

[Translated by Kimon Friar]

WE SEE WITH TEETH

The moon is not to blame for our bitterness
as it whirls demoniacally in the phosphorescence
scattering its bones to right and left
as we too whirl in our darkness
scattering our bones to right and left
the moon is not to blame for lemon flowers
the moon is not to blame for swallows
the moon is not to blame for Spring and crosses
it is not to blame if teeth have sprouted out of our eyes

[Translated by Kimon Friar]



THE CANARY

They erected him high where the wildest wind blows
they assigned him to the frosts
they gave him a black suit
and a red tie
a dripping sun pierced by a nail
black glasses
blood on poison
a spear
and a canary
they raised him high where pain writhes
they gave him to death
that he might shine in silver

[Translated by Kimon Friar]

THE COLOUR OF ICE

Is the colour of rain
white?
green?
or is it perhaps blue?

one studies a peach
the other studies a cross
another the fire of a cross
and another the frozen shadow of a cross

at times a tear grows large
like a round balloon
that ascends together with the cross
and the fire burns it and tears it down

in the frozen shadow of a cross
its fire sits
drinks the tear that falls from the cross
and trembles

a bird somewhere sings
a moon ascends without body
while the body decays far away

come, let's forget
I my drowned flower
you the ice that hunts you down

[Translated by Kimon Friar]

THE COLLECTOR

I collect stones stamps
medicine caps broken glasses
corpses from the sky
flowers
and whatever in this savage world



is good 
and is endangered

I watch the Bearded Vulture dwindling away
like a paper kite on high

I touch the electric wires fearlessly
they do not touch me

the sun gathers up my days
laughing

only my soul whispers
in my ear saying:
it's grown dark it's grown dark
why?
aren't you frightened?

[Translated by Kimon Friar]

IT'S NOT BY CHANCE THAT I LIVE FURTHER ON

It's not by chance that I live further on

It darkens from the other side as I watch
the white houses and the black houses
what marked hand will touch me now?
demonic red wheels are always rolling
from a swarm of children
a death nests in each of their bodies
they have turned it into a joyful hoop
and hit it with a small stick
the hoop rolls and rolls, they roll it
their life rolls, a sun that chills them
as with the stick they hit 
the frozen death that runs

around them mourning stiffens into speechlessness

it's not by chance that I lice further on

[Translated by Kimon Friar]

SPARROWS

Happy those moments
when warm sparrows
flit through the brain
when lips grow large and warm
we win ideal lotteries in the blood
and cigarettes emit a red smoke
and hair grows as long as legends

what a rare sight in atrocious times
when even the dolls of small children
grow black with terror



[Translated by Kimon Friar]

THE POET'S HEAD

I cut off my head
put it on a plate
and took it to my doctor

There's nothing wrong with it, he told me
it's simply incandescent
throw it into the river and we shall see

I threw it into the river with the frogs
It was then it set all bedlam loose
It began to sing some strange songs
to grate dreadfully and to howl

I took it and wore it again on my neck

I roamed the streets in rage

with the green hexagonometric head of a poet

[Translated by Kimon Friar]

THE COFFEE HOUSE

I was sitting in the coffee house looking out of the window
a woman without hands was trying
to hide a telephone in her mouth
that fat red bird that always pursues me
flew round about me three times
afterwards stood by the entrance of the coffee house
and shouted to me:
You're naive, you don't know anything, I shall kill you!
Then I set myself to singing
about the white woman made of sugar who died with the nuns

everything was so ugly so horrible
that I began to laugh
to laugh
to laugh

I saw myself also passing by outside the window

he was infinitely sad and thoughtful

[Translated by Kimon Friar]

SIR

To Kyriakos Rokos

-Sir, it's midday and you've not yet wakened
-Sir, you've not had your breakfast
-Sir, you've drunk too many cups of coffee
-Sir. it's flashing, it's raining, it's snowing, the sun is shining
-Sir, a red bird has glued itself to your window
-Sir, a black butterfly has appeared on your chest



-Sir, how fast you're speeding on your bicycle!
-Sir, you're frozen
-Sir, you've a fever

-Sir, are you dead?

[Translated by Kimon Friar]

THE ENGLISH POET AND PAINTER 
DANTE GABRIEL ROSETTI 
WRITES A POEM WITH MY HAND

Listen!
I told you the truth then
I knew the truth then

-No, you'd say to me
birds sprout
pigs fly
flowers walk
men always tell lies

I'd show you a bird
you'd say - It's a flower
I'd show you a flower
no, you'd say - It's a bird

and men always tell lies

Now I look at the moon
this broken spastic
child
about which
Jules Verne
once said:
- Men will inhabit it

I see
that large snow-covered coffin
on which they throw nails every day
with a loud noise
and insist
on naming it 

EARTH

perhaps you were right then

this is why you could live
this is why I could live

DAWN.

[Translated by Kimon Friar]

 

  




